But I had made a promise worth keeping. A promise to myself. When I
remember my promise to my grand old Aunts—Nell and Jane, and my
mother, I often wish they, and the Lloyd-Joneses, might look in now upon
what we have accomplished these ten years past, and say—fool or saint!
But who cares to be either one or the other even in the fond eyes of one's
own family?
I know something better, but who wants to know?
FELLOWSHIP MARRIAGES
The current of Fellowship life flowed on*
Davy and Kay decided to be married. There was nothing we could do
about it, except help celebrate. Theirs would make the sixth marriage in
the cause, or is it the course, of nature since the Fellowship began. First
there were Rudolph and Betty, then Vernon and Margaret. Quite an
interim, then the tragedy—Wes and our own Svetlana—that turned out
so well. Then came Hulda and Blaine, followed by Cornelia and Peter.
Now it was Davy and Kay. We conceded to all appropriate wedding parties
and probably there were six happy honeymoons.
There would be other weddings—the one certainty in co-education?
Another couple already in sight: My God, is propinquity necessarily fatal?
Or are Olgivanna and I too good an example to set before young bachelor
girls and boys?
Now came the question of the weather—we who live in the country
become weatherized if we are not weatherwise. We have learned that to
run from it, hoping to escape from 'bad' weather (of course, we mean bad
for us) is to run into worse. I have learned that everywhere in the world
the weather is unusual and unless one learns to 'land on one foot', so to
speak, concerning it, nothing ever happens as planned. So we planned the
wedding with the weather. The weather turned out to be fine. And so did
the wedding part of the wedding.
Davy and Kay were both favourites. Davy, a talented manly chap5 Kay,
a natural-born charmer. (Let that be sufficient introduction,) Olgivanna
laid things out. Inspired, she planned another Taliesin fair-weather
wedding in the little old family chapel. (Truth Against the World.) It was
Spring, and we threw open the windows and doors. The birds flew clear
through the chapel without stopping, and the boys went out in the big
truck, as they liked to go, after wayside decorations. The old chapel walk
under the high wooden ceiling of the interior which I had put there when
a boy, became a festive bower of sun-splashed branching green with masses
of spring flowers arranged around the pulpit where the bridal couple
would stand for the simple ceremony. The auctioning of the virgin in the
Roman slave mart still looked down on it all from the wall behind the
pulpit. A family heirloom, our old Steinway square piano (Father rap-
ping my fingers into proper position every time I see it) stood beside the
pulpit under the golden Bible laid there as centrepiece: Olgivanna set
slender stacks and groups of tall white candles (Greek Orthodox childhood
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